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F-one VOLT (complete)

$ 1'459

KITE FEATURES:
Sizes avvailable: 5/7/9/11/13m
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a constant power that you can kill at any time. Controlling your speed and keeping your trajectory is excellent.
The VOLT fits all wind conditions and has an exceptional range. Thanks to its three struts, the kite is light. The bar control is
precise in order to feel the kite tension and its position in the air, but itâ€™s also very forgiving to riders mistakes.
Auto Relaunch
The auto-relaunch is the most recognized evolution in recent years. The Delta erases the difficulties of past designs during the
relaunch phase. the kite automatically tilts on one tip and glides gently to the edge of the wind window, where it safely sits
without power.. You only have to guide its re-launch when you are ready to do so. no complicated maneuver is necessary, this
is what the auto-relaunch is all about.
Safety
The one and only true safety is to be able to completely kill the power of the kite at any time, in any position. With its EVO
bridle, the VOLT can easily be neutralized when you trigger the safety system and it lands on its back without power
Simplicity
The VOLT is based on the Delta C Shape, an F-One patented design. It's a 4 line kite equipped with EVO bridle. It's simple and
quick to setup on the beach.
Quality
The VOLT has all the technical developmments of the Bandit 4 and is using the same materials and force frame construction.
Wind Range
13m: 9>18 - 11m: 11>22 - 9m: 15>26 - 7m: 22>37 - 5m: 27+
New for 2011:
- 3 struts
- Lines setup identical to Bandit 4
- One pump system
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- Shorter EVO bridles to optimize relaunch and full depower
- Kevlar reinforcements on the leading edge
- Kite Tuning in 2 positions
- Zipper on leading edge
- Safety release identical to Bandit 4
Sizes: 5/7/9/11/13m
Equipment:
â€¢ Kite Only: Kite, EVO bridle, Expandable bag, bladder repair kit
â€¢ Bar 45cm for Kites 4/5/7/9 with 24m lines + leash
â€¢ Bar 55cm for Kites 11/13 with 24m lines + leash

Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product.
Please log in to write a review.
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